
Present 

The "FOUR IN ONE " ROM 

£28.00. 
(incl. VAT) 

that adds FORTY NEW COMMANDS 
to B BC ·s· and ELECTRON Computers 

GRAPHICS, LOGO GRAPHICS 
TOOLKIT, GENERAL PURPOSE 

ADOCOMM is a new advance in upgrading 
the BBC Microcomputer. The software held within 
the EPROM has been specially designed to simulate 
a SUPER EXPANDED BASIC. This new advance elimin
ates the untidy 'Star' commands necessary with 
other upgrades and its exceptional versatility 
allows the use of any real number, variable or 
expression within the statements. 

ADOCOMM's commands have been selected to 
give as great a value for money as possible, being 
so versatile they negate the need to buy several 
different chips and offer a cross-section of adapt
able statements that have not been provided in 
BBC BASIC. 
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Is it time to 
extend your 
BBC Basic? 

ViM Micrw I 
AS the name suggests, the Addcomm 
ROM chip adds some new commands 
to the BBC Micro. I was astonished on 
f~nt typing •HELP ADDCOMM to see 
more than two complete screenfuls of 
new commands and detailed syntax. 

In aU, 40 extra Basic-like commands 
are available for use in direct mode or, in 
most cases, within programs - even in 
multistatement lines. 

The new commands may be divided 
into three main groups - Graphics (II 
commands), Loao/turtle graphics (8 
commands) and Utilities (21 com
mands) . 

A general impression of the extra 
functions available may be gleaned from 
Tables I, II and III. 

The combination of a variety of basic 
toolkit type utilities on the same chip as 
extended graphics commands is very 
useful, especially if your sideways ROM 
slots are at a premium, such as if you do 
not have a ROM extension board fitted 
or are an avid cltip collector! 

The review version was 1.00 and the 
documentation provided was a pre
release of the inevitable "manual in 
preparation". 

However even this pre-manual 
covered 15 sides of A4 and was quite 
adequate to explore the new commands. 

Inevitably a few mistakes and some 
areas of insufficient clarity were present, 
thou&h I'm sure these will be cleared up 
in the fmal manual. 

Fittin& the chip was straightforward 
- it simply pluas into a sideways ROM 
socket - though remember a 1.00 or 
areater operatin& system must be 
praent to use iL 

The Addcomm chip is fussy as to 
where it sits, a fact not mentioned in the 
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supplied documentation. 
In a disc-based system unless it 

occupied a slot between Basic and the 
DFS a number of commands were 
ignored. Moving the cltip to the socket 
directly below (to the left of) Basic 
solved all the problenu. 

Addcomm seemed to be fully 
compatible with either the Acorn or 
Watford DFS (and accordina to the 
documentation, ·works with the Amcom 
DFS too). 

Also, it did not present any 
incompatibility problems when used 
alongside 12 other popular sideways 
ROMs. 

The addition of this chip does, 
however, reserve 256 byteS of work
space in user RAM and PAGE 
defaulted to &FOO (CFS) or &1AOO 
(DFS). Tltis memory may be reaained 
by switching off the chip (type 
Addcomm) and resetting PAGE or 
pressing Break - though tltis can be a 
nuisance after every use of Ctrl + Break 
(wltich switches Addcomm on again) 
and may lead to incompatibility with 
some software. 

Surprise at the •HELP information 
had turned to amazement by the time I 
had typed in and run th~ short program 
(Program I) shown below. 

The use of SCALE - in this case 
making the x and Y axes range from 0 to 
100 - made it very easy to understand, 
remember and use the drawing 

5 IIOD£ 2 
10 SCALE 0,100,0,100 
20 CIRCLE 50,50,30 
30 ELLIPSE 50,50,30,15 
40 CI'ILL 1,3,3,1 
50 FILL 50,50 

ProV-' 



HARDWARE REVIEW 
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commands. 
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For example, line 20 draws a 
CIRCLE of radius 30 units starting at 
the centre of the screen (x=~O. Y=~O). 
This was much faster, especially in 
higher resolution modes, and much 
simpler to use than by employing 
trigonometrical functions such as SINes 
or COSines. 

The ELLIPSE command (line 30) 
was similarly useful. In addition, the 
syntax of both these commands allowed 
continuous or dotted lines, empty or 
filled shapes, or portions of the 
perimeters (ARCS) to be drawn. 

But why the surprise? The filled in 
part of the drawing (Figure I) was 
coloured orange - not one of the BBC 
colours normally provided. This was 
produced by a mixture of the logical 
colour red (I) and yeUow (3) in the 
CFILL command. 
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0 X 100 

You can therefore produce reason
able pinks, pale blues or on a black and 
white screen various types of shadina. 
Furthermore, the Fill command acts 
like some of the extra PLOT functions 
(72-79, 88-8~) available in Basic II, 
whereby extremely complex shapes 
may be filled in simply by giving the 
coordinates of any point within the 
object boundary. 

With the addition of ready to use 
ROTATE and TRANSiocate com
mands BBC graphics become child's 
play. 

The commands work like Basic and 
allow for the full passing of Basic 
variables - very useful in loops. 

Implementation of the visual aspects 
of Loao provides eight commands 
which enable the user to move an 
invisible cursor around the screen 
drawina lines of specified length and 

LOGO COMMANDS 
PEN 
ADVANCE 
TURN 
ANGlE 
LCIRCLE 
lELLIPSE 
lMOVE 
LPOS 

Defines type of plot, for example continuous or dotted. 
Draws line for specif"ICd distance. 
Changes direction of logo cursor. 
Initialises direction of logo cursor. 
Draws circle with Logo cursor as centre. 
Draws ellipse with logo cursor as centre. 
Moves Logo cursor to specified position. 
Returns position of cursor. 

Tab/~ I 

GRAPHICS COMMANDS 
SCALE Sets own screen scale for graphic commands. 
UNSCALE Reverts to normal BBC screen coordinates. 
CIRCLE Draws circle of specif"ICd size and position. 
ELLIPSE Draws ellipse oC specif"ICd size and position.. 
ROT ATE Rotates fiaure by specif"led an&le-
TRANS Translocate ligule to new position. 
SMOVE As for Basic MOVE but uses set scale. 
SDRA W As for Basic DRAW but uses set scale. 
SPLOT As for Basic PlOT but uses set scale. 
FILL Fills ill colour ill desired position. 
CFILL Mixes required colour. 

Tabk II 
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direction.. 
The commands are desianed to be 

used ill conjunction with the extended 
araphics facilities of Addcomm ' 
(SCALE, ROTATE, TRANS) and 
allow you to simulate the step by step 
buiklin& up of drawinp or geometrical 
r.,ures. 

On my fltSt attempt I experienced 
some difficulty using these commands 
and moved off in unpredictable 
directions, but with a little practice and 
revision of my aeometry I was soon able 
to move in the direction I wished 

It would have been much more 
helpful - and educational - if a visible 
arrow-like cursor was available by 
choice when trying out routines. 

Program II illustrates some of the 
features of Addcomm logo in action 
dra win& a simple house-shaped fiaure. 

A fair range of useful utilities are 
available in Addcomm to assist in Basic 
program development (Table Ill). 

Many of these commands (MEM, 
FKEYS, FIND, KILLREM) can even 
be used within programs, though it may 
not always be advisable. 

The commands I used most were 
those which gave information about the 
program- MEM. FKEYS, l V AR, and 
FIND. 

MEM, as you might expect, indicates 
the amount of memory used by the 
program, the amount reserved for 
variables (after a program run), and the 
amount of free memory. Values are 
displayed in both decimal and hexa
decimal. 

This command is similar to the 
•FREE in Beebugsoft's Toolkit ROM 
but doesn't give details about PAGE, 
TOP. lOMEM and HIMEM. 

5 ~C~E 4 
10 SCAlE 0,10~,6, 100 
~ RO!ATE 0,0,¢ 
30 TRAilS 0,~ 
40 AN6LE 27il 
50 ~IIOVE ~J.60 
60 FOR sides • I ~~ 2 
7u AD'IANCE 40 
80 TURN 90 
90 AOVAN::E •o 

100 TURN 90 
110 IIEIT sidts 
120 TURN llO 
130 ADYMICE 39 
140 T~iN aD 
I~ A~YANCE l9 

Progratr1 II 
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HARDWARE REVIEW 
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Ideally a combination of all the 
facilities of MEM and "FREE would be 
useful for those really &reedy for 
maximum information. 

FKEYS lists the details of any 
previously defuted function keys and q 
similar to a command available on 
many other utility chips. 

AU variables used in a proaram. 
except the Rliclent -intepF -na111es 
A 'lb-Z%, or variables be&innin& with 
specifiC characters may be listed usin& 
LV AR. Unfortunately its usefulness is 
somewhat limited as the current values 
of the variables are not &iven. 

Probably the most onen needed aid 
when proaramming in Basic is one to 
remind you where things are located. 

FIND enables the proaram developer 
to locate strings (individual characters 
or whole words). variable names or 
Basic keywords anywhere in a program 
or in a selected part of a program by 
hiJhli&htinl their occurrences in colour. 

FoUowing this of course there are the 
facilities for replacina the found 
characters either globally or selectively 
with the GR EPL or SREPL commands. 

But beware! Injudicious global 
replacina of Basic keywords may lead to 
disaster! 

The next two facilities are for saving 
memory by shortenin& the final 
debuaged working proaram either 
whole or in part. 

KILLREM simply removes REM 

statements whereas COMPACT Joel 
even further and intelliaently joins 
proaram lines fDICiber creatin& multi
statement lines where possible. 

This command does not, however, 
remove unnecessary spaces from within 
prolfam lines u does the "PACK in 
ToolkiL If you have both the Addcomm 
and Toolkit chips in your machine at the 
same time you could really blitz a 
proaram by usin& KILLREM, COM
.PAGI' and •PACK ill 1ucc:esliorl 

lnc:idcntaDy, ID improve subsequent 
readability o( individual multistatement 
,lines, lines can be split up aaain usina 
Addcomm's LLIST option. This com
mand may also be used within a 
proaram. 

Two other useful commands are 
GOODPROG, which usually manages 
ID fiX a partly corrupted program, and 
VERIFY. which checks that the 
proaram saved to tape or disc is 
identical to· the one currently in 
memory. 

A number of other miscellaneous 
commands are also available on the 
chip. To aid araphics programmin& 
CHAR assists in the creation and 
editing of user defined characters and 
gives the codes required for VDU 23. 
This is much easier than havina ID work 
them out with pen and paper. 

In addition, up to six separate 
windows may be set with SETWIN and 
selected with WIN. There is also a 
labelled GOTO facility - LGOTO -
which jumps to a line containing a 

ADDCOM 
MEM 

UTILITIES 
Switches Addcomm ofT. 
Details memory usage. 

FKEYS 
LVAR 
FIND 
GREPL 
SREPL 
KILLREM 
COMPACT 
LUST 
GOODPROG 
VERIFY 
CHAR 
SETWIN 
WIN 
LGOTO 
POPFOR 
POPGOS 
PO PREP 
SORT 
OPT 

Tabk Ill 

Displays contents of function keys. 
Displays proaram variables used. 
Indicates occurrences of characters in program. 
Global replace. 
Selective replace. 
Removes REM statements. 
Shortens program. creates multistatement lines. 
Separates a multistatement line in listinJ. 
Cures a bad proaram. 
VerifJCS a proaram from tape or disc. 
Defines and edit character. 
Creates up to six screen windows. 
Selects screen window. 
LabeUed GOTO. 
Pop out of FOR loop. 
Pop out of repeated GOSUBs. 
Pop out of REPEAT loops. 
Sorts a sin ale dimension strin& array_ 
Provides options within other commands. 
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selected variable Oowcr case oaly). 
I am not so sure this features adds 

much ID structured proarammina u 
REPEAT ••. UNTIL and PROCs are 
usually suiTlcieoL 

EquaUy, I am also rather dubious 
about the use o( the three commands 
POPFOR, POPGOS POPREP, which 
allow you ID literally pop out ol FOR 
••• NEXT loops, nested GOSUBs or 
REPEAT . . . UNTIL loops rather than 
by ~~ proper!¥. HoWCYer .it. 
was interestin& to be able to nest 
GOSUB 2000 times witboutaettin& an 
error messqe! 

Finally, Addcomm hu in store a 
Buic utility command which I haven't 
seen anywhere else for the BBC -
SORT. 

This command will sort the data 
within a sinaJe dimension strin& array 
into order very quickly. It was 
extremely useful, not least in teachina 
proarams illustratina the use ol arrays. 

In addition ID the 39 commands 
described so far OPT is available to 
modify hiJhli&htinJ, spacina, colour, 
etc, when usina many of the other 
Addcomm commands. 

Overall. the number of facilities 
offered on this chip seems to be aood 
value for money. The extra sraphics 

.commands are especially worthwhile 
and at the same time the user is provided 
with a number of valuable Basic 
proarammina aids. 

On the minus side however - an 
inevitable minus with a facility that tries 
to be a jack-ilf-aU-trades - the lack of a 
visible cursor in Loao sraphic:s and 
incomplete variable dump must be 
weiJhted against the most useful SORT 
command. 

Installation of this chip alters PAGE 
by 2S6 bytes which may be a nuisance 
and, as the Addcomm commands are 
not tokenised as are Basic keywords, 
memory may be at a premium in lon& 
proarams in the high resolution modes. 

These are, however, only sli&ht 
detractions from a very useful sideways 
ROM. 

A major problem. as with aU extra 
commands added in this way, will be 
transportability ol proarams to mach
ines lacltin& thq chip. 

Addcomm. therefore, will have to 
suffice until BBC Basic eventually 
incorporates a similar set of commands. 

In all, a noble attempt by the 
proarammer, R.P.D. Mallett, which 
deserVes success especially when you 
consider that toe q only 17 years oldl 

Mike Mahon 
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ADDCOMM IS NOT LIKE OTHER ROMS ••••• 

• • • • • IT IS THE 2!:!!::.:! ROM ••• -. , 

TO OFFER TRUE EXTRA BASIC STATEMENTS. 

ADDCOMM adds 40 new statements and commands to BBC BASIC. 

ADDCOMM scores highly over other ROMs because: 

1. ANY VARIABLE can be used, (integers, floating 
po1nt reals, strings, even multi-dimension 
arrays). 

2. SCIENTIFIC EXPRESSIONS and functions Ci\0 be 
used within the statements in exactly the same 
way as normal BASIC statements. 

3. The statements and commands need NONE OF THOSE 
UNTIDY STARS in front of them. 

4. MULTI-STATEMENT LINES can be used to save space. 

ADDCOMM is for use in the:-

BBC Microcomputer with BASIC 1 or 2, 
o.s. 1.2. 

Electron Microcomputer fitted with 
ROM board. 

ADDCOMM has been designed to be as compatible as 
possible with other software, including:-

Acorn DFS: Watford DFS: Amcom (Pace) DFS: 

Wordwise: Disc Doctor. 

ADDCOMM may now be or<lere>d in one of two versions. The 
more popular 'on ' version where the ~xtra commands 
are available from power-up: 

or 

The 'off' version where ADDCO~~ must be enabled 
before use. 

*FX 163 can be used to enable and disable the ROM, 
and even to change the position of memory used by 
ADDCOMM. These features are available on versions 
1. 3 and onwards 

We also offer a re-programming service to change one 
version to another at a charge of £1.00 (incl.). 
This offer includes changing any version prior to 1.3. 
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Graphics 
SCALING allows charts and diagrams to be drawn 

easily and accurately. Scales can be ANY SIZE, right up to 
the limits of the computer's ability ~nd allowing graphs to 
be · 'ZOOMED' into revealing the tiniest detail. And that's 
not all •••• CIRCLES, ELLIPSES, RDLYGONS, etc. can be drawn 
ANY SIZE at ANY ANGLE using a combination of statements, 
which also allow ROTATION and TRANSLATION of graphics around 
the screen giving exceptional graphic capability. 

Even a FAST FILL ROUTINE is incorporated that not 
only fills even the most complicated shapes, but can produce 
shades of colours effectively giving over 2 BILLION COMBINA
~ in Mode 2 ~~~ 

SCALE i .s a powerful and totally flexible statement that 
-aTIOws the user to take control of the 'scaling' of the 

screen. Integers, real numbers and variables can be used 
when defining the screen co-ordinates. 

SMOVE, SDRAW and SPLOT are similar in concept to MOVE, DRAW 
~PLOT, the existing BBC BASIC statements. Through using 

the screen as set up be SCALE they take on a power and 
flexibility without losing any of the facilities of the 
existing commands. 

CIRCLE is a general purpose statement that allows a multi
tude of shapes to be drawn using a single statement, includ
ing:- any regular polygon, circles, arcs, solid sectors, 
triangles, squares •••• all can be drawn utilising any of 
the standard plot codes available on the BBC. CIRCLE is 
normally used with SCALE to make the statement as flexible 
and easy to use as possible. 

ELLIPSE is a command to complement CIRCLE and allow for the 
drawing of any elliptically based shape. 

fE!kh and f!bk are used generally to fill a previously 
drawn area, CFILL being used to set the colour/pattern/ 
~hade by the use of existing colour codes, FILL being used 
to 'fill' an area, a point within the area being defined 
and the 'colour' filling the area up to pre-drawn bounds. 

ROTATE is used to 'rotate' the axes about a point and by an 
angle both defined by the ROTATE statement on a scaled 
screen. 

TRANS is used to translate the scaled area across the screen 
by the use of cartesian co-ordinates, subsequent graphics 
commands making use of the now displaced scaled area. 

UNSCALE is used to return the non-SCALED screen co-ordinates, 
of a position on a SCALED screen, mainly for use with the 
POINT statement in BBC BASIC. 
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General Purpose 
These include a FAST SORTING statement, various 

.program loop deleters (to jump out of loops, etc.) and per
haps most important of all, the ability to set up and control 
UP TO 7 TEXT WINDOWS, with each window having its own inde
pendent cursor position. SPLIT LISTING , i.e. to make list
ings more readable by splitting up multi-statement lines. 
Plus a feature UNIQUE TO ADDCOMM •••• JUMPING TO A LINE VIA 
A LABEL, so that instead of meaningless numbers you can use 
names when jumping from one line to another! 

POPFOR, POPGOS and POPREP allow the user to jump out of FOR -
NEXT loops, GOSUB - RETURN subroutines and REPEAT - UNTIL 
loops without disturbing the running of the program. A sit
uation that would normally occur without the use of these 
statements, sometimes causing errors. 

LLIST can be programmed, unlike LIST, and under the user's 
-control multiple statement lines can be split up into their 

component parts allowing for greater ease of reading. 
SETWIN and WIN allows the user to define, using SETWIN and 
display, using WIN, up to seven complete windows on the 
screen. The user being able to select and return to previ
ously de-selected windows at will, the cursor maintaining 
its last used position within that window. 

bQQ!Q is similar to the GOTO statement but more powerful in 
that it enables the user to jump to 'labelled lines' allow
ing for neater and more readable programmes. 

SORT allows the user to sort all or part of a string array 
-rnio alphabetical order using a single statement. Invaluable 

for data processing. 
QE! is used to control the options available for various 

statements or commands allowing for a more flexible and 
constructive use of ADDCOMM. 

ADDCOMM is the command used to turn ADDCOMM off to give 
virtual total compatibility with games etc • . 

*HELP is the single 'star' command in ADDCOMM and 
is intended to help the user by providing an instant 
guide to the syntax of all or individual statements 
within the ADDCOMM command list. 
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Logo Graphics 
Enter the amazing world of Logo Graphics with 

this creative and fun method of drawing on the screen. The 
Logo statements provide the necessary routfnes that when 
combined with BBC BASIC and ADDCOMM'S enhanced graphics 
gives an EXCEPTIONAL LOGO GRAPHICS SYSTEM. 

LMOVE is used to position the LOGO carsor, usually used 
-priOr to further LOGO statements. 
ANGLE is used to_set the intended direction of the LOGO 
-cur5or, the angle being described in degrees. 
ADVANCE is used to move the cursor in the direction as set 

by ANGLE by the distance described in the ADVANCE statement. 
TURN gives the cursor a new direction by turning it a certain 
-nllmber' of degrees anti-clockwise from its previous direction. 
~ defines the kind of trail left by the LOGO turtle using 
·-· the internal plot codes. 
LCIRCLE and LELLIPSE are the LOGO equivalents of the similar 

enhanced graphics commands, the shape centre being the 
current LOGO cursor position. 

LPOS is used to return the PoSition of the LOGO cursor from 
-a-5CALEd screen. 

18 
28 
38 
48 
58 

REM RDDCOMM's Toolkit 
IHPUT "~h•t is your naMe "Jft$ 
FOR loop=! TO 18 
PRINT 11 Hello "Jft$ 
NEXT loop 

This is a s imple demo nstration 

The I 
the 1 

vers< 
Capat 

>HEM 
Pt'ogr~M 1886 7 
Reserved:8814 
Spare a4285 
>LUAR 

183 
28 

17829 

of ADDCOMM's user-f riend ly TOOLKI T 
commands, it even makes progra mming 
enjoyable when you have ADDCOt-IM to 
do all the work. 

A$ 
loop 
>KILL REM 
>SREPLIA$1n~Me$ 

28 INPUT "What 
Repl~ce Y/N ? Y 

48 PRINT 11 Hello 
Replace Y/N ? . Y 
>COMPACT 

58 
>LIST 

28 INPUT 11 What 
FOR loop=l TO 18: 
NEXT loop 
) _ 

is your nafl\e .. J [ilj 

II • f•Y..; 
~~ 

The screen dump t 
demonstrates some 
easy to use GRAPH 
No other ROM offe 
s tatement s . 

is vour naMe ";naMe$: 
PRINT "Hello 11 1 n•t·u~$: 
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:ogram and screen dump to 
Lght show how simple and 
:ile AOOCOMM' s LOGO GRAPHIC 
~lity is to use. 

MODEl 
SCAlE -1,1 6-1~1 FOR A=18 T 1a8 

· the right 
of ADOCOMM' s 
C statements. 
s real BASIC 

ROTATE 
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Tool kit 
ADDCOMM's toolkit commands offer the full feature 

set of routines that do the tedious work leaving you to get 
on with writing the programs 

~ variable/expression/statement/text can be used 
in its search and replace routines - not many ROMs can search 
and replace TOKENISED statements and commands. FULL USER 
CONTROL over the parts of a program changed, i.e. sections of 
a program (start and end line numbers), and even inside or 
outside of quotes. FULL HIGHLIGHTING (any screen mode), of 
found or replaced text. Lines appear in an easy to read 
split-up form and even if this is not desirable it can be 
turned off, (as can highlighting). INTELLIGENT program 
search algorithms ignore 'false' text (e.g. in the data that 
follows a GOTO statement. 

Plus •••• an INTELLIGENT PROGRAM COMPACTER greatly 
reduces program size w1thout affecting the running of the 
program. Also .. a clever function key lister capable of print
ing the EXACT DEFINITION e.g. :•;N; and several more useful 
routines wh1ch 1nclude a character definer. 

CHAR is a simplified 'character' designing facility using an 
enlarged grid that enables the user to quickly and easily 
construct new or changed graphic and pseudo alphanumeric 
characters. 

COMPACT is used to reduce the size of all or part of an 
exsisting program by intelligently appending lines together 
to create longer but fewer lines in the program. The maxi
mum line length being user defined. 

FIND is used to search all or part of a program to find any 
-ae5ired characte~ or set of characters, inside or outside 

quotation marks. The relevent lines being listed with the 
strin~ highlighted. 

GREPL and SREPL are two related commands that enable the user 
~eplace-a-character or group of characters with any other 

character or group of characters completely within the con
trol of the user, the same options being available as with 
FIND. 

MEM returns to the display the amount of memory being used 
within BASIC, by the program, the variables and thus the 
available memory. 

GOODPROG is a very useful last ditch command to enable the 
user to usually rescue 'BADPROGRAMs' and thus list an other
wise unlistable program. 

VERIFY is a simple command to confirm that a copy to tape or 
d1sc is exactly the same as the original program in memory. 

KILLREM intelligently deletes REM statements in all or part 
of the program as defined by the user. 

LVAR is used to list all, or alphabetically selected, vari
able names currently within memory. 

FKEYS i s used to list to the screen the conte nts of all cur
-rently defined function keys enabling the user to quickly 

and easily re-define them. 
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TOOLKITS ON TRIAL 
Bruce Smith finds firm favourites among five utility ROMs 

THE ability of the BBC micro to 
accept a variety of extra ROM
baMcl software that can be used 

concurrently with 8uic: or even re
place Basic has always been an Im
portant apect of ita design, and it goes 
some way to compensating lor the 
small amount of user memory avail
able, especially in the high-resolution 
graphics modes. (With extra hardware, 
of course. the Electron has similar 
potential.) 

Independent suppliers have been 
quick to jump onto the bandwagon of 
ROM-based software (normally termed 
firmware). producing a variety of pro
gramming goodies. As many of you are 
aware. the choice is confuaing. What 
exactly does the firmware do? ts it as 
good as the others? If not. which one is 
the best? And so on. 

In an effort to help you through this 
firmware jungle a comparative review 
of groups of firmware will be appearing 
in future issues of Acorn User. This 
month I start the ball rolling with a look 
at ROMs containing Basic program
ming aids or utilities. Future issues will 
focus on machine-code monitors, data
bases and wordprocessors. 

TheJ•rgon 
Rom-basad software for the Beeb is 
often called a 'utility'. This word really 
means an aid to programming, a pr~>
gram that will allow you to perform a 
certain task with minimum fuss. Con
sider what would happen if you had a 
longish program in which you wanted 
to replace all occurrences of one vari
able nama with another. No problem if 
the variable has been used only a few 
times. You simply edit It in using the 
cursor control and Copy keys. But what 
if there were ten, 20 or even 30 occur
rences of the variable? To edit each 
one by hand would be laborious. The 
best answer is a utility program that 
would do the whole job for you. Enter 
the nama to be replaced, the new name 
and the utility daft the rest! Because of 
the usefulness of these types of com
mands a collection of them is generally 
termed a 'toolbox' or 'toolkit', as they 
are thought of as supplying a collection 
of tools lor the programmer. 

A UNble utility 
The most obvious way to write a utility 
program Is In Basic, and listing 1 prG
vides an example that lists the values 

assigned to all the residant integer 
variables in decimal and hexadecimal. 
Trouble is, writing a utility In this way 
hal many drawbacks. First. where do 
you put it? The moaJ obvious way is to 
incorporate It in the main program as a 
procedure, as demonstrated in the pro
gram. A library of utility procedures 
could be stored on tape or disc as ASCII 
Iiles and simply spooled in as required. 
However, this eats up memory and 
means that the final program will need 
editing to remove the utility when it is 
com plata-shadn of Catch 22! 

An alternative method would be to 
place the utility in a different part of 

, SUPPLIERS 
ADDCOMM 
Vine Micros, Marshborough. 
Sandwich, Kant. 
Tal: (0304) 812276 

CARETAKER 
Computer Concepts. Gadderden 
Place. Hemal Hemsptaad, Harts 
HP36EX. 
Tal: (0442) 63933 

TOOLKIT 
Baebugsoft, PO Box 109, High 
Wycombe. Bucks HP10 8HO. 

TOOLSTAR 
Pace Software Supplies, 92 New 
Cross Street, Bradford BDS 8BS. 
Tel: (0274) 729306 

U-TOOLS 
lntersoft, 26 Netherfleld Road, 
Sandi acre, Nottingham NG 10 SLN. 
Tel: (0602) 399974 

memory by ·adjusting the value of 
PAGE. The program still uses up 
memory, assuming there's enough to 
put it there in the first place. To run the 
program you have to alter PAGE and 
change it back to ita original setting to 
get back to the main program. 

Another approach Is to write the util
ity In machine code. The main disad
vantage here is that you need a know
ledge of assembler to do this yourself. 
unless the software is being bought. 
Machine code is more verutlla than 
Basic and usually much less demand
Ing of memory and so can be placed out 
of the way in a backwater of memory. 
The user-defined character apace from 
&COO to &CFF Is a favourite location. 

11 

Executing machine code doesn't 
involve tha complicated rigmarole of 
changing PAGE ell:.- a simple CALL to 
the start address will SUltice. Machine 
code also operates much faster than an 
interpretative language such as Basic. l 

Listing 2 provides a simple program 
compactor. Type it in, run it, and save 
the machine code to tape or disc using: 

"SAVE "SPACE" COO + FF COO 

Using the program simply involves 
"RUNing it or, II already prnent. CALL . 
&COO. The effect of the program is to 
remove all spaces, except those within 
quotes, from the program at PAGE so 1 that it requires lass memory space. 
This utility needs to be used with care. 
For example, the line: 

500 DEFPROCdamo BYTE% • 0 

is legitimate, but after deleting the 
space the line will be: 

500 DEFPROCdemoBYTEo/o • 0 

which will cause an error at run time. 
The way around this is to place a colon 
between the procedural name and the 
variable, thus: 

500 DEFPROCdemo : BYTE%~ 0 

Similar care should be exercised when . 
using the assembler to differentiate. 
between a label name and the opcode 
to prevent them from turning into ona 
long label name! 

Using machine code in this way has 
its disadvantages - it still uses up 
memory. This may not be a problem if 
only one utility is required, but finding 
space for two or mora useful utilitles 
well out of the way Is not easy. Also, 
once a machine Code program has 
been assembled Into a particular area 
of memory it can normally only be 
loaded back and used correctly in that 
same area, unless some fancy coding 
techniqun have been employed to 
make it relocatable. Thus a program 
assembled to run In the soft character 
buller is not much good if your program 
makes use of the definable character 
facility! A way round thia would be to 
assemble code into several areas and 
load the required one In, but this Is 

lnlcelrnlll'leample ......... 
... Mil IMCflkte code (llllnie 
1Md2)-on~pege11.2 
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flddly and lim.-c:onsumlng, especially 
lor tape UMt11. 

A simple impl-tation of Logo 
graphics ia also included providing 
turtle graphlc:a commanda such as 

Inside track PEN, LMOVE, ROTATE, ANGLE and so 
Home-br-ed uUiittes therefore have on. 
their disadvantages - they have to be The commands are impl-'ecl not 
written, they uM up precloua memory as operating system commands (ie, 
and they are not always eaay to use. commands prefixed by asterisk) but 
The beat compromise is to usa machine Instead they are entered directly as 
code stored within EPROMs using the they are. This it because the Addcomm 
sideways ROM fecility of the Baab. The interpreter traps the errors that Basic 
advantages are many. The utilities are would normally throw up and then tries 
always on hand because they form part to interpret the command that caused 
of the micro ltaalf, and that also makes the error as an Addcomm command. 
them 'portable'; you are not dependent This is good In theory but it can lead to 
on disc drives or cassette recorders to confusion as It sometimes interprets 
get at them. Virtually all the commands Basic errors aa Addcomm errors and 

the cursor to be turned on and off, while 
TABSTOPS and NOTAB allow the user 
to determine the new poeltion o1 the 
cursor on the screen. 

What disappoint& ia that it ia rather 
run-of-llle-mlll, and sho- none ol the 
originality we've come to expect from 
CC. Uaelul enhancementa, ho-ver, 
are those of single key comrnand entry, 
emulating the Electron, u Ia the ability 
to save specified sections of program 
such as important procedures. c..r .. 
takttr also scores on Ita EXCHANGE 
facility, which allo- a good degree of 
control in selecting global or selective m 
search and replace. 

are implemented as commands displays the wrong error message. Tool<lt Beebugsolt's Toolkit scores 
because the ROM itself contains an Finally, Addcomm ofters 40 com- well in the five standard ratings section 
interpreter that recognises them. Thus mands to the user, though I consider of table 2. The variable dump com
our compacting program, if found in a only 37 of these usable. The other three mands are extensive and include list
loolbox, might be executed just by allow the user to jump out of loops - ing of procedure names and arrays In 
typing 'PACK or 'CRUNCH. Because naughty! They should be ignored by the addition to Integer and real variables. 
ROMs occupy the same area as Basic user as they are not good programming The enhanced line editor is useful, 
they are transparentto the user, thanks practice. My plea to Vine Micros would allowing program scrolling in any 
to some clever electronics, and do not be to delete these computer nasties direction and listing of any erroneous 
normally require any user memory. from the instruction set and replace line, highlighting the error at run lime. 

There are disadvantages, of course. lllltt11he11omiiilwliii.thll' bliilelttliie'r•ellrilroillril-hiliaillnidllliil""illll·· .... A couple ol commands seem some-
For a start, ouuay- most items of firm- what dubious, ho-ver. The ability to 
ware normally cost at least C22 and Caretaker I'm a little disappointed with be able to perform OLD within a pro
they need to be lilted into the machine. Caretaker. Over the put couple of gram would be needed on very few 
A dealer will often do this If you buy years Computer Concepts has pro- occasions, and I can think of no 
from him, but the mail order buyer is on duced some of the best firmware for the occasion when it has been necessary 
his own. BBC micro, but Caretaker falls some to perform NEW from within a program. 

What's around 
Toolbox The only serious item of tape
based utility software I have encoun
tered is BBCSoft's Toolbox. This is a 
neatly packaged book with accompany
ing cassette of programs. It obviously 
suffers from all the aforementioned 
problems and at £21 is not cheap. How
ever.lor anyone wishing to learn about 
the techniques Involved in utility pro
gramming it is a useful introduction. 
Twenty-five utilities are provided, 13 of 
which are written in Basic and 12 in 
assembler. A good range of programs 
are provided and these include sorting 
routines, a variable dump, a REM strip
per and program formatter. Each pro
gram is discussed in the accompanying 
text. 

It has to be said, however, that 
EPROM-based software Is really a 
must lor the serious utility user. 

Addcomm The Addcomm from Vine 
Micros is probably the best value for 
money out of the toolkits. Altbough it 
does not come out on top In table 2, the 
overall command content Is undoubt
edly the best. In addition to the 31 BasiC 
programming utilities the EPROM pro
vides some useful enhanced graphics 
facilities, Including circle and ellipse 
drawing commands, colour fills and 
commands to scale and rotate your 
creations. 

way short of the company's high stan
dards. Of its 18 commands, I consider 
three to be space-fillers, although they 
are useful sometimes. CURSOR allows 

Toolstar This Is not essentially a Basic 
toolkit but a general utilities aid, as it 
includes machine code and disc utili-

ITEM ADOCOII CAIETAICEI TIOlliT T8DLSTAI U-TOILS 

PRICE £28 £33.35 £27.00 £34.00 £26.95 
No. Basic commands 31 18 26 8 26 
Total No. commands 40 18 26 22 26 

Bad program cure • • • • • Compact • • • Error-handling • • Find • • • • FKeys lister • • • Format listings • Global search/Replace • • • • • Graphics Enhancement • Help page • • • • • Insert program lines • • PACK • • • • Program status • • • • Renumber • • • ROM command Identity • • • Save/Load function keys • Save part program • Screen dump • Single kay commands • Shift program • • • Turnoff ROM • Variable dumpa • • • • Verily • 
T-1. fectlltl- at JOUr-
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FIRMWARE' REVIEWS I 
ties. As tabla 1 shows. only eight ol its 
22 commanda are Basic-orientated and 
this should be borne in mind when it 
comes to your decision. In -· 
Toolswis suited to the advanced pro
grlltnmar who dabbles in machine code 
and Basic and uses discs. 

The global search and replace 
facility is a good implementation and 
lha tookit's built-in software allows you. 
10 add your own RAM-based com
mands. A very interesting feature. 

The Toolstarmanual is excellent-by 
tar the beat I have seen produced lor an 
item ol commercial software; indeed it 
is much better than many computer 
usar guides. Its 156 spiral bound pages 
are colour-eoded, and copious use of 
eXIItnples makes it a joy to read. 

u-Tools The U- Tools box offers a good, 
steady variety of utilities. One of the 
more interesting features is a com
mand that will not only save a program 
but also lock it so that it can ·RuN, 
!hough it is a shame that it can be used 
efficiently only with machine code pro
grams. A variety of program-erunching 
commands are on offer, plus an error
trapping wedge that lists an erroneous 
line before printing the error message. 

UOCOU WETWI TIOUIIT TDOLSTAI II-TOILS 
Ease olusa 8 7 7 7 7 
Range ol utilities 8 7 6 5 7 
Documentation 8 5 5 10 5 
Errorm .... ges 5 8 9 6 6 

FIYe lltandard utilities ratings 
Bad program core 7 7 8 8 7 
FINOming 8 N/A.(5) 9 7 8 
Global search & replace 8 9 8 9 7 
Program compactor 9 9 7 N/A 9 
Variable dumps 7 8 10 N/A 8 

TOTAL 68 63 69 52 64 

NIA -Not •v•il•t:He. 
•FfNO nol diiWC/Iy •'4il- bul Colli be implemfH!'*l u.ing globlll sHrch •nd replc• 
f.ci/ity •nd specilying U1N SNrch •nd ,.,/«e 5trings. 

T- 2. How IIIey _.- • ICSie ol1 to 10 

U-Tools is the only toolbox to provide 
an intelligent screen dump of any of the 
graphics modes to an Epson or Epson
compatible printer such as Star. The 
dump provided is large- 23 x 16.5cm
and it is produced down the paper. 

Which one? 
Before choosing which Basic toolbox 
you want to buy it is worth making out a 
list of items that you feel it should con
tain-in other words, the commands 

that would be most useful to you. 
My own preference is the Addcomm. 

followed by Toolkit, finances allowing. 
From table 1 it would seem that the best 
combination would be Addcomm and 
Caretaker, as they cover the entire 
range of utilities. However, these two 
ROMs seem to be incompatible as 
some Addcomm commands will not 
function with Caretaker present. 

At the end of the day, however, it 
should be a personal choice. 

ADDCO~~ comes boxed complete with a User Guide and 
simple installation instructions. 
The 72 page User Guide is the handy AS size and is 
ring-bound, the introductory pages take the new user 
through the additional statements and show by the 
use of various short programs the simple manner in 
which ADDCOfvlf.l benefits the programmer. Then follows 
in alphabetical order a description of each of the 
ADDCOMf.i commands, including syntax, comments and a 
sample program or line. Notes on compatability, 
memory use, error messages and codes, with a list of 
abbreviations and summary of ADDCOf.~t statements and 
their syntaxes. There is also a short index. 
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Further comments from the Computer Media. 

"Vine ~ticros" - their ADOCOMM chip vastly increases 
the power of the micro from the programmer's point 
of view. The result is tru19 as Vine describe ita 
a Super Extended BASIC. Enhanced graphics and 
turtle graphics are among the features offered. 

"Efficient Chips" 
Education Equipment 

Supplement, Oct. 1984. 

"The thing I like most about ADDCOMM is the fact 
that you don't need to use those messy OS commands, 
you can enter the commands just like BASIC state
ments in a program." · 

"ADDCOt-1M is a very useful and versatile piece of 
firmware and I would certainly recommend it to any 
BASIC programmer, it reduces the need to buy several 
ROMs as it contains almost all one could wish for." 

"Marks: 10 out of 10." 

"Let's hope other companies can give us such good 
value for money!'' 

VIE\oJFAX - Tubelink. 

"ADOCOMM from Vine Micros: Highly recommended for 
graphics programming." 

Using the BBC Micro, No.1. 
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ROMS in preparation for the BBC Computer: 

MATRIX ROM Provides BASIC statements 
for the manipulation of matrices; e.g. 
inversion, multiplication, etc. 
(Also Electron) 

TAPE TO DISC ROM Simplifies the transfer 
of programs supplied on tape to the user's 
disc system. 

ADDCOMM ORDER FORM 

I enclose CHEQtffi/POSTAL ORDER for £28.00. which includes 
V.A.T. and post and packing. 

*I require the on/off version of ADDCOt-1M. 

Name • ••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Address •• ••••••••••••• • • • • • • • ••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

........................................................ 
• • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • Post Code •••••••.•••••.•. 

*Please delete where necessary. 
The 'on'version (see page 5 of this brochure) will be 

sent where no stipulation is made. 
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